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M. ruber Mrub_3013 is Orthologous to E. coli b2755
Introduction
What is the M. Ruber?
M. ruber stands for Meiothermus ruber, a pink, thermophilic bacteria, thriving in warmer
temperatures. Its optimal temperature is 60℃ and contains a bright red intracellular carotenoid
pigment. It is part of the Bacteria domain and Deinococcus - Thermus phylum (Tindall et al.,
2010). M. ruber was selected for sequencing by the Genomic Encyclopedia of Bacteria and
Archaea project (Hugenholtz et al., 2009), but the actual sequencing was performed by DOE
Joint Genome Institute (JGI) and deposited in Gen-Bank. The majority of the protein coding
genes were given a putative function but others were left as hypothetical genes with 3,052
protein-coding genes of 3,105 genes predicted (Tindall et al., 2010).
What is the M. Ruber genome analysis project?
There is very little known about M. ruber because it does not cause disease. The purpose of this
project is to begin to determine if our assumptions about bacteria, like E. coli, are consistent with
M. ruber. This project studies one gene at a time, each M. ruber gene is compared to other
bacteria, mostly E. coli. E. coli Is used as the model organism because it is very well studied with
a vast amount of online resources for its genome. Most of what we know about bacteria are
based off of E. coli making it an important part of the project purpose. Earlier parts of this
projected looked at the ProC gene in E. Coli and M. ruber comparing its function in both species,
but now the project turns to look at the CRISPR-Cas system in M. ruber as compared to E. coli.
Preliminary research using bioinformatics tools shows the M. ruber does have a CRISPR-Cas
system allowing us to ask more specific questions about Cas proteins. These results will be
discussed in the results of the paper. More specifically, this research focuses on the Mrub_3013
gene in M. ruber to determine if it is an ortholog with Cas1, locus tag b2755, gene in E. coli.
What do we know about the CRISPR-Cas system?
The CRISPR-Cas system is one of the ways bacteria uses its genome flexibility to fight against
bacteriophages and plasmids by a sort of inventory of previous infections. CRISPR-Cas
sequences first have a leader sequence for recognition, CRISPR array sequence, and genes that
code for CRISPR associated proteins (Cas). In between the CRISPR array sequences there are
spacer sequences which are the inventory sequences of previous bacteriophages and plasmids.
There are several types of CRISPR-Cas systems that each have a different set of Cas proteins
involved. (Darmon and Leach, 2014).
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The three steps in the CRISPR-Cas process of defense are adaptation, CRISPR RNA (crRNA)
expression, and interference. During the adaptation step, Cas proteins help recognize
protospacers within the plasmid or bacteriophage and adds it to the CRISPR array. crRNA
expression is when the spacer of the CRISPR array gets transcribed and eventually forms
crRNA. In the final step the crRNA is able to guide Cas proteins in a complex to the protospacer
of the invading DNA and inactivate the phage DNA by silencing or degradation (Darmon and
Leach, 2014).
It is important to note that the CRISPR-Cas system is an operon so they are transcribed together.
Operons are highly conserved throughout evolutionary history and are important for the
evolutionary selection of this system (Nunez et al., 2012). This why you can see conservation of
this system as an operon throughout different species. Under this assumption we use the presence
of an operon and what is known about the E. coli CRISPR-Cas system to compare to M. ruber.
The CRISPR-Cas systems are divided up into two classes 1 and 2 each with different subtypes
(Wright et al., 2016). E. coli is a class 1, type 1E CRISPR-Cas system with an identifying
protein, Cas3 followed by five other proteins that make up the Cascade complex and Cas1 and
Cas2 involved in spacer acquisition through the formation of a heterocomplex. These nine Cas
sequences are followed by a leader sequence and the CRISPR array (Jiang & Doudna, 2015).
What do we know about Cas1 in E. coli.?
Cas1 has been crystalized in E. coli bound to Cas2 as they are bound to DNA (Wang et al.,
2015). Both Cas1 and Cas2 are capable of cleaving various types of DNA. Cas 1 contains a pair
of dimers, Cas1a and Cas1b, that are on either side of one Cas2 dimer. The complex undergoes a
conformational change upon binding with the protospacer. The structure of the complex is what
allows for strict length requirements for acquiring new spacers in the CRISPR array. The
asymmetry and different conformations of Cas1a and Cas1b indicate the two dimers are likely to
have different functions. Each of the asymmetrical Cas1 homodimers possesses one catalytic
subunit, Cas 1a and Cas 1a’ generate the 3’-OH group following cleavage to recognize the
complementary sequence in protospacer selection. Cas1b and Cas1b’ are responsible for forming
the Cas1-Cas2 complex. (Wang et al., 2015)
There are different types of protospacer selection shown in Figure 1, naive and primed
adaptation in E. coli but it is proposed that the structural understanding of Cas1-Cas2 is suitable
for both types. Cas1 selects and cuts the foreign DNA to make the spacer using the Cas1-Cas2
complex to restrict the size for recognition of an appropriate protospacer. (Wang et al., 2015)

Figure 1. (A)There are at least three mechanisms of protospacer acquisition at this point. In the
Type 1 primed system the Cascade complex binds to a partially matched target with the crRNA
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direction and Cas3 is recruited to and moves to the target site for protospacer selection. This
target site is selected as protospacer and Cas1-Cas2 is somehow involved in the integration of
this protospacer into the CRISPR array. Type I naive adaptation nuclease/helicase RecBCD
degrades some of the invader DNA as substrates for Cas1-Cas2 and through an unknown process
becomes integrated as a double stranded protospacer. Type II uses Cas9 to recognize PAM sites
and recruit Cas1-Cas2 to acquire flanking sequence, but this does not happen in E. coli only
systems with the Cas9 system. (B) This shows how Cas1-Cas2 act as an integrase to insert
protospacers into the CRISPR array as new spacers. Through a couple of transesterification
reactions the complex recognizes a leader repeat and leads to a gapped product that can be
repaired for successful duplication of the first repeat (Wright et al., 2016).
Purpose
The purpose of this project is to determine if Mrub_3013 is an ortholog for Cas1 in E. coli, locus
tag, b2755 using bioinformatics tools.
Materials and Methods
I first used a bioinformatics site called Ecocyc (Keseler et al., 2013) to learn more about
the CRISPR-Cas (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats-CRISPR
associated proteins) system in my model system, Escherichia coli K12 MG16655, E. coli. This
site is strictly a database for information about E. coli and the pathways in E. coli. I used this site
to identify my gene of interest in the CRISPR-Cas system as cas1 and learn more about Cas1 in
E. coli. Next I used another online bioinformatics tool called Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes, KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2000), a database resource to understand the functions and
utilities of biological systems as they function in genes and genomes. I used KEGG to relate
CRISPR-Cas systems across species of E. coli and M. ruber and find cas1 genes that are possibly
orthologous between the two species. M. ruber, Mrub_3013 was chosen as the gene of interest
and is directly compared to E. coli b2755 in this paper to see if they are orthologous. I next used
GenBank, a bioinformatics tool that contains the complete genome sequence of M. ruber, and
Ecocyc (Keseler et al., 2013) for E. coli gene to acquire the names, amino acid and nucleotide
sequences, chromosome position, and locus tag of the suspected Cas1 orthologous genes in each
species. IMG/M (Integrated Microbial Genomes and Microbiomes), a bioinformatics tool that
supports the annotation, analysis, and distribution of microbial genomes and microbiomes, was
useful in finding coordinates of Mrub_3013 and visualize the chromosomal region of this gene of
interest. The Basic Local Alignment Search Tool, BLAST, (Madden, 2003) was used to compare
sequences of similar amino acid sequences to Mrub_3013 in both apair-wise alignment and a
multiple sequence alignment. This allowed for finding conservation of a sequence in several
different species and determining if the correct start codon was identified. The next step was to
use a bioinformatic tool called BLAST again to obtain amino acid sequences and to compare two
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sequences for similarities. This allowed the direct comparison of b2755 and Mrub_3013 amino
acid sequences.
Three bioinformatics tools were used to predict the functional location of the proteins
inside the cell. Transmembrane Helices; Hidden Markov Model or TMHMM (Krogh &
Rapacki, 2016) predicts the presence of membrane-embedded transmembrane helices. Prediction
of Transmembrane Beta-Barrels, PRED-TMBB (Bagos et al., Beta-barrel), is a bioinformatic
tool that identifies membrane-embedded beta-barrels within a protein. Like TMHMM, this
information helps understand the location, structure and function of gene products. PSORT-B
(Yu et al., 2010) calculates five localization scores for a protein, which include: cytoplasm,
cytoplasmic membrane, cell wall and extracellular space.
In the next phase of the project, four databases were used to predict the function of each
protein by matching it to a domain consensus sequence or a family/superfamily consensuses
sequence. CDD, Conserved Domain Database (Marchler-Bauer et al., 2016), determines
domains within the protein of both E. coli Cas1 and Mrub_3013. TIGRFAM is another
bioinformatics tool that is a collection of manually curated protein families designed to support
manual and automated genome annotation. TIGRFAM (Haft et al., 2001) allowed for
identification of protein families associated with b2755 and Mrub_3013. The next bioinformatics
tool I used was Pfam, Protein Families, (Finn et al., 2016), which is a collection of protein
domains and families. PDB, the Protein DataBank (Berman et al., 2016), is a small but highly
curated database of protein 3D structures.
The last set of bioinformatics tools were used to determine if Mrub_3013 is a component
of an operon in the same way b2755 in E. coli is part of the CRISPR-Cas operon system.
IMG/M, Integrate Microbial Genomes and Microbiomes (Markowitz et al., 2012) Chromosome
map and Gene Neighborhood were used to visualize the gene of interest and show flanking
genes. It is also used to identify gene maps of the same region, CRISPR-Cas region of the
genome in different species for comparison of the operon. And lastly, we returned to a protein
BLAST using Mrub_3013 as the query against the M. ruber DSM1279 genome to check for
paralogs, which is duplicate gene of the same or similar function.
Results
The comparison of protein name and information using Ecocyc show E. coli can be used
as a model system for the CRISPR-Cas system when learning about M. ruber. The locus tag,
b2755, is the E. coli CRISPR-Cas protein, Cas1. It is located in the cytosol, 305 amino acids long
and part of an operon of Cas proteins. Figure 1 shows the order of b2755 in the operon and
general function.
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Figure 1. This image shows the E. coli CRISPR-Cas operon. cas1, b2755, is the gene of interest
and it is part of an operon within E. coli of several other Cas proteins. This shows that cas1 and
cas2 are part of gene acquisition. (Jiang&Doudna, 2015)
Three genes were identified as CRISPR-associated protein Cas1 in M. ruber as possible
orthologs to b2755; all are located in the expected region of the suspected M. ruber CRISPR-Cas
operon. Although the other two genes were options, Mrub_3013 is the focus of this research. The
DNA coordinates of Mrub_3013 on the chromosome are found at 3,053,978-3,054,940 on the M.
ruber genome with similar surrounding genes to b2755 which will be discussed further in the
paper.
We propose that the correct start codon has been called for Mrub_3013. Figure 2 shows
an NCBI BLAST multiple sequence alignment using the Cas1 amino acid sequence as the query,
where the amino terminus of 14 different species are aligned. Six of the sequences start with the
sequence MKY and even more of them have similar number of amino acids that line up fairly
similarly. In addition, there is no other M (methionine) near the amino terminus that could be an
alternative start codon. Although not everything is conserved throughout the species, this shows
that the start codon called by automated annotation for Mrub_3013 is likely the correct start
codon. This allows for further research to be pursued.

Figure 2. This image shows the alignment of the start codon for Cas1 in different species. The
name of the CRISPR-Cas endonuclease Cas1 from several different species is on the left in
black, listed next to the species names in parentheses, followed by the amino acid sequence in
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red and number of amino acids next to their corresponding name. Analysis performed using
BLAST multiple sequence alignment at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast.
IMG/M analysis, image in Figure 3 shows that there is only one potential start codon however
there is no potential Shine-Delgarno sequence. The absence of a Shine-Delgarno sequence needs
to be further researched but is outside the scope of this paper, however the start codon is correct.

Figure 3. This image is the shows the nucleotide sequence of Mrub_3013 and the potential start
codon “ATG” in red writing and yellow highlight. There is only one correct start codon that
aligns with the methionine of F1 amino acid sequence. This is most likely the correct predicted
start codon but there is no Shine-Delgarno sequence. Analysis performed using IMG/M at
https://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/m/main.cgi
When E. coli Cas1, b2755, is compared with M. ruber Cas1, Mrub_3013, there is a
significant similarity that suggests that the genes may be orthologous. Figure 2 shows the
BLAST alignment of the two amino acid sequences, “Query” representing Mrub_3013 and
“Sbjct” representing b2755. The most important information from this alignment is that there is
40% identities between the sequences and an expected value of 2e-75. These respectively mean
there are 114/284 amino acids that are chemically similar to the other sequence (share polarity,
size, charge) and that it is extremely unlikely these sequence align by chance because the
expected value is much less than one. This information shows likely orthologous relationship
between the genes.
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Figure 2. This suggests an orthologous relationship by amino acid alignment of M. ruber Cas1,
Mrub_3013, “Query” and E. coli Cas1, b2755, “Sbjct”. The amino acid sequence is listed and in
between the sequences are common amino acids or similar amino acids (+). The important parts
of this image are that there are only two gaps in the sequence, a high positive and identity
percentage, a very low expected value and high bit score. All these things suggest an orthologous
relationship between the two sequences. Analysis done by BLAST at
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast.
Another piece of information used to support the orthologous relationship between
b2755 and Mrub_3013 is cellular localization data. Both E. coli and M. ruber are Gram negative
Eubacteria and using TMHMM for membrane-embedded alpha helices, PRED for membraneembedded beta-barrels and PSORT-B localization scores it is clear that b2755 and Mrub_3013
protein products are located in the cytosol. Figure 3 shows two graphs, one of b2755 and the
other Mrub_3013 both comparing the amino acid number on the x-axis and probability on the yaxis. The thicker, pink line near the top of the graph shows the minimum probability it would
take for the amino acid region to form transmembrane helices, although M. ruber has a few
peaks they are not statistically likely to be part of transmembrane helices.
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Figure 3. This figure shows TMHMM probability, topical graphs of amino acids in
transmembrane helices is shown for E. coli b2755 and M. ruber Mrub_3013 respectively. There
is no statistical probability that either gene product contain membrane embedded alpha helices.
Analysis done using TMHMM at http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TMHMM/.
Figure 4 shows the posterior probability plots of E. coli b2755 and M. ruber Mrub_3013
respectively of membrane-embedded beta-barrels. Both plots have strong peaks that seem to be
significant but do not reach the number of transmembrane regions needed for an embedded beta
barrel. This information shows that there are no embedded barrels encoded in either gene and
likely supporting the conclusion of cytosolic function of both proteins.
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Figure 4. These plots show posterior probability plots of E. coli b2755 and M. ruber Mrub_3013
respectively of membrane-embedded beta-barrels to be insignificant. Both plots have peaks that
do not reach the threshold of embedded beta barrels. Analysis done with PRED-TMBB at
http://bioinformatics.biol.uoa.gr/PRED-TMBB/input.jsp.
The PSORT-B data assigns scores out of 10 for the probable cellular location of a
protein based on its sequence. b2755 and Mrub_3013 both received the same scores suggesting
that the protein products are located in the cytoplasm. The scores for all other locations are too
low in comparison to the cytoplasmic score of 8.96 indicating the others have no significance.
Table 2 compares the scores of M. ruber and E. coli Cas1 proteins.

Table 2. PSORT-B cellular location scores of both Mrub_3013 and b2755
Scores
Cellular location
M. ruber, Mrub_3013
E. coli, b2755
9

Cytoplasmic score
8.96
8.96
Cytoplasmic Membrane
0.51
0.51
score
Periplasmic score
0.26
0.26
Outer Membrane score
0.01
0.01
Extracellular score
0.26
0.26
Analysis done with PSORT-B at http://www.psort.org/psortb/.
By using bioinformatics tools listed in Table 3 there is structure-based evidence that
b2755 and Mrub_3013 share the same physical features. It is notable that Pfam, TIGRFAM, and
CDD all come up with the same results for both genes for the number and name of the top hit.
Pfam is an exception because the score and E-value could not be found, but TIGRFAM and
CDD show high scores and very low E-values that show significance that they are not aligned to
the consensus sequence by chance. PDB does not come up with the same results for number and
name as listed in the table. However, the same result that came up as the top hit for Mrub_3013
also came up as a hit for b2755 but not the top hit. Pfam is looking for similar protein families or
domains, which we see identified here. TIGRFAM is also looking for protein families and we
see the same families between these genes. CDD assigns domains to different Clusters of
Orthologous Genes (aka COG) groups, with COG hits being defined as similarity to a specific
protein domain. PDB found significant similarity to a crystalized Cas1 (or Cas1-Cas2 complex,
but from different organisms. We propose that all these data support the hypothesis of structural
similarity between Mrub_3013 and b2755, which also indicates similar function.
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Table 3. Pfam, TIGRFAM, CDD, and PDB analysis of Mrub_3013 and b2755 hits and E-values
Bioinformatics
tool

Number

Name

Score

E-value (top hit)

Pfam

b2755:PF01867
Mrub_3013:
PF01867

b2755: CRISPR
associated protein
Cas1
Mrub_3013:
CRISPR
associated protein
Cas1

b2755:
Mrub_3013:

b2755:
Mrub_3013:

TIGRFAM

b2755:
TIGR03638
TIGR00287
Mrub_3013:
TIGR03638
TIGR00287

b2755:
cas1_ECOLI:
CRISPRassociated
endonuclease
cas1: CRISPRassociated
endonuclease
Cas1
Mrub_3013:
cas1_ECOLI:
CRISPRassociated
endonuclease
cas1: CRISPRassociated
endonuclease
Cas1

B2755:
582.8
293.5
Mrub_3013:
579.4
126.9

B2755:
4.8e-172
5.7e-85
Mrub_3013:
5.1e-171
8.5e-35

CDD/COG hits

b2755: cI00656
Mrub_3013:
cI00656

b2755:
cas1_ECOLI
Mrub_3013:
cas1_ECOLI

B2755: 455.20
Mrub_3013:
416.68

b2755: 4.41e148
Mrub_3013:
1.53e-163

PDB

b2755: 5VVK
Mrub_3013:
3NKD

b2755: 5VVK:
Entity 1
containing chain
A, B, C, D Cas1Cas2 bound to
full-site mimic
Mrub_3013:
3NKD: Entity 1
containing Chain
A, B Structure of
CRISP-associated
protein Cas1 from
Escherichia Coli
str. K-12

B2755: 590.497
bits
Mrub_3013:
220.32 bits

b2755:1.284e168
Mrub_3013:
3.54314e-57
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Analysis done using Pfam at http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/search TIGRFAM at
http://tigrblast.tigr.org/web-hmm/, CDD at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast, PDB at
http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do
Figure 5 shows the 3D ribbon structure of the best hit for Mrub_3013, 3NKD. This structure also
came up in the hits for b2755; however it was not the best hit. The E-value was still very low
showing that the 3NKD is also an accurate depiction of the structure of b2755.

Figure 5. 3D structure of a similar domain found in Mrub_3013 and in b2755 found as a top hit
for Mrub_3013 and a significant hit for b2755 in the PDB database. Analysis done using PDB at
http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do.
Lastly operons are highly conserved regions of DNA and are important for identifying
orthologs. Mrub_3013 and b2755 have nearly identical gene organization in their likely
CRISPR-Cas operons, as shown in Figure 6. Bacteria are highly diverse population and are
constantly changing on an evolutionary scale but to see that the CRISPR-Cas operon maintains
its integrity through different species then it is strong evidence that the Cas1 in M. ruber and E.
coli are orthologous. (Nunez et al., 2013)
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Figure 6. This figure shows the similar CRISPR-Cas operon in both systems regardless of
variable surroundings of those operons. Following first set of red vertical lines, the CRISPR
Array, in both genomes follows a series of eight light blue genes. In both M. ruber and E. coli
those genes are as follows: Cas2, Cas1, Cse3 family, Cas5e family, Cse4 family, Cse2 family,
CasA/Cse1 family, Cse3 family. The M. ruber sequence has one light yellow gene following
Cse2 family gene which is identified as a hypothetical protein with no known purpose. This
shows high levels of conservation of this system throughout evolutionary time. Analysis done
with IMG/M at https://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/m/main.cgi.
This same order of operons was found to be conserved throughout various species as well. Also,
there seem to be no paralogs of Mrub_3013 or b2755 in their respective genomes.
Discussion
Overall this data supports the conclusion that Mrub_3013 and b2755 are orthologous to
one another. The strongest evidence is the NCBI BLAST sequence alignment with a high
identity and low E-value, the same cellular localization in the cytosol, structural basis of the
same family and domains, and conservation in the CRISPR-Cas operon. It may be interesting to
do further study about Cas1 interactions with Cas2 in a complex to see if there are similarities
and differences in that interaction from M. ruber to E. coli.
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